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With three developments now under his belt, the Final Fantasy XIV stage cap has moved from 50 all the way to 80. That's a lot of stages to fight, cut and make your way through, but we have some important players for tough and casual players who are rushing to maximize their advantage and reach the cap quickly. Over the years, Final Fantasy XIV has
introduced several reed ways to get EXP. It's not as obviously cut as the classic MMO day of slithing the same mob cluster for a few days at the end. The most time-effective method is to rely on daily and weekly bonuses, those with enough time on their hands, plenty of snacks, and perhaps a change screen for some Netflix binges can overwhelm all
channels to get their way to the top. Here's how to quickly reach the maximum stage in Final Fantasy XIV. Level your First Battle Class Final Fantasy XIV is built around the content of the battle on that minute. You can actually live your life as a handyman or gatherer once you hit a level hat, but you need to do so in a single battle class before you can turn
your life around like that. You need to blow through the main storyline of the game before you are completely free to do your own thing. There are many ways to level out in Final Fantasy XIV, but new players have to focus on the search for the main scenario, something we touch a little bit in our FFXIV beginner's guide. This way you will level and experience
the game and its location as the intended booster. It won't be a quick ride, but you'll need to complete the ultimate quest to do top-level things anyway, so you might as well go with the flow. The point of experience of improving items can be found - such as the Brand-New Ring awarded through the Beginners search Board at level 15, the headpiece through
Recruit-A-Friend, or some signature clothing purchased with real money through FFXIV's online store. Leveling One more Fantasy Final Battle Class XIV is different than most other MMO's. A single character is free to master each class, meaning the side search will eventually run dry. To help that, any battle class below the highest level class you will always
get eye to experience at 100% regular levels, falling to 50% at stages 70 and up. He is an invisible buff we call Bonus Armory, and he miraculously cuts the next class by a good margin. That being said, a side search is not the best way to level up in the next class. They can send you on a goose chase for not much exp. So what are you doing? Well, there
are ways to flaten the next class, and while some are faster than others, they are generally far more recurring, risky faster burnout players. The ideal leveling process incorporates a daily bonus that makes playing in the breakup generally better than rushing through experience. But if you really must scratch your way to the finish line, choosing between RICE
and Deep Dungeon runs tend to be a go-to route. Antique dungeons Before Shadowbringers are released, released, dungeon at unlocking level offers the best EXP profits thanks to Chain Bonus. You won't get that limited EXP buff addiction time today, but DUNgeon EXP is encouraged to make runs less of a chain focus/intensive gauntlets. That is to say
dungeons are still a good way to cordon the EXP, but with new ones being around three levels of each other, repeated runs can get long fast. You'll get a bonus for your first run of each dungeon on a single (non-class) character, so if you're new to the game, you'll have plenty of bonuses to get from a dozen or so dungeon you'll unlock on each previous
expansion level cap. AI Squadron Dungeons If you are not in the mood to compete with real players, running picks dungeons with members of the AI squadron can fill in. You have to contend with some wonky AI from time to time, but this NPC crude murder power is paired with massive increased exploitation rates can make short work of 18-50 parts of final
Fantasy XIV levels circulate today. Reach the Second Lieutenant Rank with your Grand Company to access it. FORTUNE scrage Once the basis of level rating, FORTUNE farming is not quite behemoth first. Still, it's a great way to push through the level when you're between optimal dungeon runs and/or waiting queues to pop. LUCK found around the game
world, can usually easily be solo with appropriate gear, and award most of your exp bars for a few minutes they can take to finish. In the Heavenly zone and above, this can sometimes offer up to 2x points of their normal experience. Just look at the map for the 2x bonus. Even better, if you look at the mention of the stench of death draw Forlorn Maiden to the
field during LUCK, be sure to kill him to get a buff that will award 2x EXP on your next clear FATE as well. Stimulation can really add up over time. Deep Dungeons Originally understood to be a fun softness for players to test their brightness as they climbed the leaderboard, Dead Palace, and Stormblood equivalent to Heaven-on-High, now fewer than
glorified level grinding gold. This randomly produced dungeon crawl gives a large number of exps after each tenth floor. But be warned; die before you get there and you will be thrown onto the first floor on the set. Bozjan's Southern Lineup Unlike the last specific zone of relics we have in Stormblood - Eureka - the Southern Front of Bozjan won't have us
experience free of our main level. It was not released until October 13, but we already know that any level of class 72 and above is welcome, The typical declaration declaration it is expected to deliver a double as an easier way to get the middle class stuck with our maximum level role. Hardcore rotation methods – If you play 12 hours a day, LUCK is,
because they have always been, the way to go. Regular Dungeon runs and in are good too, but they're harder to double with entertainment sources — like let's Play series on your phone. Yours take this on the way to 80 or jump to the Southern Front of Bozjan on 72 to add a bit of a distinction to the final dasher. Casual rotation method – If you only have a
few hours to replace every day, the daily/weekly bonus of the game can make you a lot of EXP fast. Depending on squadron and Log Hunt's dungeon run to reach level 50 while avoiding matching queues. Change that with NASI if you run out of Grand Company currency. Get the first bonuses of Guildhest and Dungeon when they're relevant to your levels,
clean up your weekly challenge logs, and focus on burning through any extra resting exp that you've accumulated while at work, etc. At 50 and above, the hardcore method takes effect again, but take it easy once the weekly bonus has been spent, since you will see things slow down after this point. EXP buffs Final Fantasy XIV has slowly introduced more
ways to boost experience points gain. By compiling as many pieces of equipment and consumables with Armory Bonus, you can increase your experience point profit from battle up to 250%. Shield Bonus (100% below level 60, 50% thereaf after that) Rest (50%) Free Company Action or Squadron Battle Manual (Up to 15%) Wearable Goods (varied) Food
(3%) How to rotate subset classes in Final Fantasy XIV, Disciples of the Hand is a collection of craft-based classes such as Blacksmithing, Culinarian, and Goldsmithing. There are eight carpentpentcy classes now, and we don't expect another to arrive any time soon. Leveling these classes can be a difficult and time-consuming process, but each can help
another make each other new class a little easier than the last. Just like the battle class, there are a number of different ways to go about leveling. Craft one of everything else Although not necessarily necessary, the new craftsman can enjoy breaking the eye of the experience simply by creating items for the first time. Note that a small tick next to an item
you're only whipped for the first time? You can do so for any item in your recipe list, and do so gives the bonus a one-time experience points. You'll want all the practices you can get if you're new to making, so marking every item isn't a bad way to chip away in your experience bar. The more you raise the quality of the item, the more exp you will get when you
finish the craft. Custom shipping is available at a level of around 50, this weekly round is quick and easily retractable. Simply check the week shipping list, buy the necessary items from the appropriate vendors, and craft the six requested items as best we can. You will A lot of experience points when delivering this stuff, and you'll also get scrips used to buy
strong craft gear. Grand Company turn-ins are often overlooked today, your grand Company of choice will ask for the appropriate craft from you daily at the revolving counter. Just like levequests, submissions in high-quality goods will net more experience points. It is and an easy way to get some bonus experience every day. Guildleves May be the best (and
cheapest) way to level any structural class at this point is to devote yourself to Levequests. This search repeatedly searches the players of the task by delivering certain items to NPC for the amount of points of generous experience. They come in some flavours, but Charity Guildleves, filtered with images of two female handicrafts, tends to offer the biggest
time/ratio of experience because you can turn 3 sets of stuff at a time. The point of experience reward is generous and breeds for high-quality crafts. Even better, most will reward you with the ingredients you use to make the item in question, making it easier to repeat Levequest over and over again. If you are rolling in Gil, you can also buy the necessary
items and pass them as your own. Casualization methods - There aren't many reasons not to abuse Levequests all the way to level caps. They are quick, simple, and award a metric ton of experience points compared to other methods. Custom shipping offers a fast and easy bonus experience every week, and scrips are an added bonus. Feel free to equip
them if and when you can afford it. Beast Tribe dailies like Namazu and Moogles can offer a reliable boost every day. Rigid declaration method – Craft, craft, craft. Preferably without using Quick Synthesis. Buffs that are available Like any class at the now Final Fantasy XIV, craft classes can use a bunch of buffers to boost their profits. Sorting them will make
the craft experience faster and should take effect at all times. They won't do much when turning in guildleves, but they'll really help speed things up together when doing real craft. Rest (50%) Company Issues Engineering Manual (50%) Free Company Buff (association) or Aetherial Wheel (Up to 20%) Food (3%) How to rotate the final type gathering class
final Fantasy XIV is The Ground's humble Disciple. With only Fishing, Botanical, and Mining available now, these gathering classes are much lower than their counterparts making - but they go hand-in-hand in many ways. Leveling these classes will be quite unorthodal, but their predictability and relative simplicity make them a great candidate for things to
level while you watch a movie or listen to a podcast. The contradiction still won't be the fastest way, but it certainly lacks your attention. For those willing to pay more attention, Leves will be the way forward again. Grind by gathering Similar classes discover new items awarding bonus experience points. If you see any unknown items in the assembly list when
you open the node, successfully collecting it for the first time will reveal their true identity and give a good bonus exploit amount compared to each swing at the same item. The chain bonus for a successful swing on the same item in a single node means the same Agriculture Log Abu may not really be a bad idea. Only reveal each new item in a new area
then go after that has the best chance of rallying. A simple and omission swing will reset the beautiful chain bonus. Just stick a movie or audiobook in the background and be able to work. Levequests Collect Levequests - or Guildleves - usually asks you to collect a certain number of items of a certain number of nodes. Too many failed assembly attempts can
lead to drastically reduced exp rewards. It's a good idea to burn Assembly Points (GPs) about the current abilities of this mission to increase the percentage of assembly, so stock up on Cordials, bring some food that promotes good statistics, and hopes the odds in your favor. They are not too different from regular gatherings, but they need some simple
math to keep you hitting their goals. The collection is locked behind the game's first major expansion, Collectables feels like a combination of traditional blides and Levequests. Available through the time node, time management is key as you follow the clock around the zone and rely on your class ability to collect specific items. Lucky with your ratings and
you'll turn this item around for some very impressive experience points. Even better, the scrips you get to do so can then be changed for some simple game-ending rally gear. Ocean Fishermen have a unique way of reaching the cap faster. Previously one of the longer classes for isising, the mini-game of Ocean Fishing has made it a breeze. We've had a
fairly extensive guide here, in fact. Whether you're a hardcore rating or taking a more casual approach, jumping on a boat every hour Ocean Fishing starts will net you the best profit. That's even a small fish for you there. Grand Company Turn-Ins Just like craft class, your preferred Grand Company will ask for new items every day. Convey high-quality items
to them to get a more exp added to your progress bar without much effort. Custom shipping Another recurring activity, custom delivery is good for collecting classes as they are for crafts. Identify the requested items in the list, search in the field, and do your best to collect them at the highest collective values you can. Turn the six out of it for most of the
weekly experience point and some scripts for your problem. You can use this on new equipment or books that will unlock sometimes very rare and valuable assembly nodes. Casual blissing method - Hit the new node up around level 15 and then rush levequests up to around 60 levels. Get yourself some good gear and just focus Custom Collection and
Delivery thereaf on. Beast Quarterbacks dailies like Namazu can give a big boost. Fishermen need to rotate Ocean Fishing as much as possible. Hardcore contagion method – Just keep hitting the highest level node you can comfortably chain. Missing a mid-swing combo will hurt every time. Fishermen should hit suitable holes so they can go sleeves
between ocean fish running, where things become just as collect classes. Buffs Available Similar to craft classes, collectors can use multiple items increasing exp to speed things together. Given the need to actually gather during the Levequest rotation, this bonus is far more important to rallies than they were to handicrafts. Save as much of this sorted as you
level for the easiest time. Stocks on the Company's Derivative Survival Manual. They didn't last long. Company-Issue Survival Manual (50%) Free Company Buff or Aetherial Wheel (Up to 20%) Food (3%) Editor Suggestions
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